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 “Just because it’s there!” 
   When a 10.4kg lobster was caught in Alma, Canada, it was considered a spectacular 
achievement. It would sell for the pot at a cost of over $200… and the fact that it was 
estimated to be about 100 years old would have been an added incentive for some would-
be buyers. Instead, it was bought by a vegan for $230 and released back into the ocean to 
continue on its ancient way. One could not, of course, be sure that it would not be sought 
again with great eagerness, now that it was known to be there.  
   I was reminded of an incident told me by our education officer, Laura Pretorius. She 
found a group of children trying to beat a toad to death. It had managed to scramble up a 
drain pipe, and they were determined to get it out and kill it. She reprimanded them, 
rescued the toad, and took it off the school premises to a suitable environment in the veld 
and released it. When she returned, a teacher told her she had probably just delayed the 
toad’s fate as the group of children would go and search for it to kill it.  
   Laura wanted to know why on earth they would do that. The teacher’s reply was: 
“Because it’s there!  
  The Humane Education presentation that day included a story about being a toad and 
having feelings and fears and needing to be valued not only for its role in nature, but for 
itself.  
   The story raises an issue that has concerned me over the decades since my earliest days 
as teacher and lecturer. How many teachers anywhere in the world actively encourage 
compassion in the children they teach or see their own teaching in the context of a world 
in which everything matters?  
   Literature, including biographies, has always revealed a dark side to some classrooms, 
because among the fine and dedicated teachers are those who are not. Yet the classroom 
is an ideal place to awaken a sense of caring and to demonstrate the Golden Rule of ‘Do 
as you would be done by’, as Tom learnt in The Waterbabies, which we all read and 
loved as children, and that nobody seems to buy for their children these days.  
   We now have a rather nebulous subject called Life Skills in the curriculum, so there 
actually is a place for the teaching of kindness and compassion and encouraging the self-
respect that is destroyed by unchecked nastiness at any level. In our experience, most 
children actually feel empowered by discovering that kindness matters and that being 
kind can make them feel really good.      
    
Most popular breed 
   A Labrador has never won a best breed award in the prestigious Westminster Kennel 
Club annual dog show which was first held in 139 years ago, but for the last 25 years it 
has been America’s most popular breed of dog. The nine other breeds on America’s list 
of favourites are German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Bulldog, Beagle, French Bulldog, 
Yorkshire Terrier, Poodle, Rottweiler and Boxer. Some of those breeds would make our 
South African list of favourites, but not all, I think. It would be interesting to know what 
breeds we would choose.   



   In 2004, the same day my little Bonnie chose me at our SPCA kennels, |Richard Dladla, 
our SPCA ‘dog whisperer’, told me he had the perfect dog for me to take as a friend for 
Bonnie. He brought along a magnificent young Labrador – like Bonnie, about two years 
old. He had been found on the Bluff, as she had, and nobody had ever claimed either of 
them, which amazed me.  
   I had lost my two precious dogs within months of each other, first my Boxer, Bouncer, 
and then my Boerboel, Cadie, both to cancer. Dogs are irreplaceable, so one does not set 
out to replace them when one takes on another dog. It is rather that loving dogs are 
desperate for loving homes, and the minute I saw Bonnie and Gaby at the SPCA I knew 
they were meant for me.  
   Bonnie burst into pleading little barks the minute she saw me and hurled herself at the 
wire and licked my hand. She almost did backward flips (and still plays like a puppy 12 
years later). I could hardly bear to leave her behind for her spaying and injections. A 
week later, I took these two totally adorable dogs home.    
   Last year, Gaby, beginning to battle with arthritis, died quietly at home of organ failure, 
knowing he was loved to the last moment. At about 14, he was fairly old for a Labrador.      
   Bonnie had a major operation for a large malignant tumour last May and is now on 
daily chemo, but is just as full of high spirits and sweetness as ever. Barely two days after 
her operation, she came home with stitches right down her little underbody… and jumped 
onto my bed. Leaping onto the verandah table or onto a window ledge from the back of 
an armchair are still minor athletic feats for her.  
   I had lived in the deepest anxiety until she was safely home from Westville Veterinary 
Hospital, and her tests have been clear. Having lost Gaby, I could not bear even the 
thought of losing Bonnie, who never leaves my side day or night. She looks like a young 
dog and (cross Papillon and miniature Border Collie) is intelligent almost beyond belief, 
using a whole range of sounds to communicate her needs and her feelings and, I do 
swear, her opinions! 
   How we under-estimate the complexity of animal consciousness.              
 
Public disapproval can make a difference 
   We all too often hear people say, “Well, I can do nothing to change society. What can 
one person do?” History records otherwise. Whole movements have begun through the 
initial energy of one person or a small group who have inspired others to stand up and be 
counted. That is even how animal welfare works as a social force. If nobody cared 
enough to speak up for animals, there would be no animal welfare organisations, and 
nothing would be happening. Instead, more and more people are realising that animals 
have complex minds and feelings and want to see them properly treated.   
   In our annual December issue of the Durban & Coast magazine, The Animal Angle, I 
wrote a piece on the growing role of social media in creating awareness in various fields 
and mentioned the growing support being received by the Sioux nation in their attempt to 
get the giant Dakota Pipeline diverted from sacred Sioux land. It was also feared that the 
pipeline would pollute a major river. A single family had made the Sioux plea a social 
media issue. It was taken up Native Americans countrywide, joined by war veterans, and 
then by more and more Americans, until the protests became an avalanche.  



   The US Army Corps of Engineering has now announced that the Dakota Access 
Pipeline project is to be re-routed.  When enough people are willing to speak up and 
show they care, the positive consequences can be astounding.   
 
Cats at risk 
   Feral Cat Rescue warned recently of a deadly strain of Pan Leukopenia that is sweeping 
the country. It was identified in Durban last November among feral cats in North Coast 
Road. The ordinary three-in-one vaccination is sufficient protection, as long as 
inoculations are kept up to date. Kittens should be inoculated at eight weeks. 
   Pan Leukopenia is not usually fatal, but the strain currently being experienced is 
particularly vicious. Cats of Durban advises that the virus, which is extremely contagious, 
remains in the environment for months, and that incubation is ten to fourteen days, often 
without any initial symptoms. When symptoms appear, they are likely to include loss of 
appetite, lethargy, vomiting, diarrhoea and dehydration, and could lead to collapse and 
coma.  
   Those who work to protect feral cats do a sterling job, often with little recognition from 
the general public. The animal welfare network of organisations in South Africa, of 
which the SPCAs form the largest part, play a crucial role in the protection of animals, 
and – like all those dedicated to animal welfare – depend on the devotion and selflessness 
of their volunteers. So thank you to all generous volunteers in all animal organisations.  


